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Let G be a finite group and k a field of characteristic p > 0. In his paper 
Webb obtains necessary conditions on the Auslander-Reiten quiver rlikG) 
of the group algebra kG using the cohomology theory of modules 
(Theorem A of [6]). He gets the result by showing that there exists a sub- 
additive function on a connected component of the stable Auslander- 
Reiten quiver A(kG), (Proposition 2.2 of [6]). Our aim in this note is to 
give a simple construction of a subadditive function on a connected com- 
ponent of A(kG),y. This is done in Section 2. In Section 3 we treat the case 
where a prime p is odd and will show that the tree class of a connected 
component of A(kG)s is not a Euclidean diagram. We refer the reader to 
[l] or [6] for the definitions and terminology used here. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In order to construct a subadditive function we shall use an inner 
product on the Green ring a(G) which was studied by Benson and Parker 
[Z]. In this section we summarize some results in [2] and prove some 
lemmas which are used later. 
Define an inner product ( , ) on a(G) as follows. If M and N are kG- 
modules, we let (M, N) = dim,Hom,,(M, N) and extend ( , ) bilinearly 
on a(G). If 0 + A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 is an exact sequence of kG-modules and M 
is a kG-module, then clearly (A + C - B, M) 3 0 and (M, A + C - B) 2 0. If 
U is projective, (A + C-B, U) = 0. Let P, be the projective cover of the 
one-dimensional trivial kG-module k, and put Us = D = P, - Q(k,), where 
Q denotes the Heller operation. 
For an indecomposable kc-module M, define H(M) in a(G) as follows. 
If M is not projective, we lat 0 -+ R’(M) -+ X -+ M -+ 0 be the almost split 
sequence terminating with M and put H(M) = M + Q2(Mj - X. If M is 
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projective, we put H(M) = M- Rad M. The following result is due to 
Benson and Parker (Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 3.4 of [?I). 
THEOREM (Benson and Parker). (1) If M and N are kG-modules, 
then (M, N) = (v .124, v . N). 
(2) Let M and N be indecomposable kG-modules. Then 
CM, H(N)) = dim, CEndkc(M)/Rad(End,,(M))l ifMzN 
=o otherwise. 
LEMMA 1. Let N be a kG-module and M a nonprojective indecomposable 
kG-module. Let 0 + Q(N) -+ U + N -+ 0 be the projective cover of N and put 
a = N + Q(N) - U. Then the following hold, 
(1) (a, M)>O and (a, H(M))>O. 
(2) If (a, H(M)) > 0, then M is isomorphic to a direct summand of N 
or Q(N). 
ProoJ: Clearly (a, M) 3 0. (a, H(M)) = (N, H(M)) + (O(N), H(M)) - 
(U, H(M) ). Since M is not projective, (U, H(M)) = 0 by the Theorem of 
Benson and Parker. Thus (a, H(M)) > 0. Again by the Theorem of Benson 
and Parker, (a, H(M)) > 0 if and only if M is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of N or Q(N). 
LEMMA 2. Let P be a p-group and M be a kP-module which has no 
nonzero projective submodule. Then the following hold. 
(I) dim,M<(IPI - l)(kp+Q(kp)-kP, M). 
(2) dim,Q”(M)d (IPI - l)(M+Q(M)- U, frn(kp)j, where 0-t 
R(M) --f U-+ M -+ 0 is the projective cover of M. 
ProoJ: (k, + Q(k,) - kP, M) = (k,, (k, + Q(k,) - kP)* .M), where * is 
the dual operation. By Proposition 2.1 [2], (k, + Q(k,) - kP)* .M= 
(k,+Q-‘(k,)-kP).M=M+W’(M)- V, where O-M-, V+O-‘(M) 
+ 0 is the injective hull of M. Thus (k, + C&k,) - kP, M) = dimkInv,(M) as 
M has no projective submodule. Hence dim,M < (1 PI - 1) dim,Inv,(M) = 
([PI - l)(k,+Q(k,)-kP, M) and (1) follows, (k,+Q(k,)-kP).M= 
A4+Q(M)- U.Thus (M+Q(M)- U, Wn(kp))=(kp+SZ(kp)-kP, M*@ 
Q-‘(k,)). Since M* 0 Q-“(k,) = Qdn(M*) module projectives and 
Q2”(M*) z Q”(M)*, (2) follows from (1). 
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2. SUBADDITIVE FUNCTIONS 
In this section let 4 denote a connected component of A(kG), and we 
shall construct a subadditive function on 4. 
LEMMA 3. Let V and W be indecomposable kG-modules 51 4 and X be a 
kG-module. Then X8 V is projective if and only if X@ W is projective. 
Proqf. It suffices to show the result in the case when there exists an 
irreducible map from V to W. Assume that X@ V is projective. Then 
X@ Q --‘( V) is also projective. Then it follows that X@ W is projective as 
FV is a direct summand of the middle term of the almost split sequence 
starting with I’ and terminating with Q2-‘( V) (see 2.28.3 of Cl]). The 
same argument as above shows that if X0 W is projective then X@ i’ is 
projective. 
Choose (and fis) an indecomposable kG-module A in 4. Let P be a 
minimal p-subgroup such that A, is not projective and Y be a nonprojec- 
tive indecomposable direct summand of A,. By our choice of P, Y is 
periodic of period at most 2 (iemma 2.5 of [3]). Also Y* 6 A, and 
therefore Y*G@A is not projective. Furthermore, if V is in 4, then 
Y* 8 bp and Y*‘@ V are not projective by Lemma 3. Let 
0-t E’-+Z+Q-l(Y)-,O be the injective hull of Y and put .r= Yc+ 
Q--(Y)G-zG. 
PROPOSITION 1. If M is a nonprqjectice indecomposable kG-module, then 
the .follolzing hold. 
(I) (s, M) >, 0. Zf M is in 4, then (s, M) > 0. 
(2) (s, H(M)) >, 0. If (s, H(M)) > 0, then M is periodic. 
(3) (s, M) = (s, Q’(M)). 
ProoJ By Lemma 1, (s,M)>O and (,s,H(M))>O. Tf (s, H(M))>& 
then again by Lemma 1 M is a direct summand of YG or Q-‘( Y)c. Thus M 
must be periodic as Y and R-‘(Y) are periodic and therefore (2) follows. 
(s,M)=(Y+Q-l(Y)-Z,MMp). If (s,M)=O, then (Y+W’(Y)-I, 
MP) = 0 and we have an exact sequence 0 -+ Hom,,(Q -- ‘( Y), M,) -+ 
Horn&Z, MP) + Homkp( Y, MP) + 0. Thus Sot Hom,( Y, Mp) = 
Horn&Y, MP) consists of projective maps. This implies that 
Hom,( Y, MP) z Y* 0 M, is a projective kP-module. Hence (s, M) > 0 if M 
is in 4 and (1 j follows. Since Y is periodic of period at most 2, ~1' . s = s 
(Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.5 of [2]). So (s, M) = (v' .s, ~7'. Mj = 
(s, t”. M) by the Theorem of Benson and Parker. Since ~7~. M = Q’(M) 
modulo projectives (Proposition 2.1 of [2] j, we have (s, M) = (s, M’(M)). 
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Now we have the following theorem. For an indecomposable kG-module 
V in d, let d(V) = (s, V). 
THEOREM 1. d is t7 subadditive function on A with d(V) = d(Q*(V)). 
Furthermore, IY d is not additive, then A contains a periodic module. 
Proof Let 0 -al(M) +X+ M-+ 0 be the almost split sequence ter- 
minating in M. Then X= @ C aXnl N, where ak,,,, is the length of 
Irr(N, M) = Rad(N, M)/Rad2(N, M), the space of irreducible maps, as an 
End,& N)-module. Thus H(M) = M + Sr*( M) - C aLni A? Then our 
theorem is an easy consequence of Proposition 1. By (1) and (3) in 
Proposition 1, d(V) is positive and d(V) = d(Q*( V)) for I’ in A. By 
Proposition l(2), d( V) + d(Q2( V)) 3 2 aX,w d(N) and therefore d is sub- 
additive. If d is not additive, then A contains a periodic module again by 
Proposition l(2). 
3. EUCLIDEAN DIAGRAMS 
In this section we shall prove that if p is odd, then Euclidean diagrams 
cannot occur as the tree class of a connected component of A(kG),. 
Throughout this section p denotes an odd prime. First we construct a 
family of indecomposable modules over an elementary abelian p-group of 
order p’, Let P= (x) x (y) with Ix/ = 1~1) =p. 
LEMMA 4. For aEk, let Yu= ((x- l)--tr(y- l)“p2, (J>- I)P-‘)~kP 
and Xu = kP/Y,. Then the following hold. 
( 1) X, is self-dual and absolutely indecomposable. 
(2) X0 is tzot periodic. 
(3) [f a # b E k, then Q”( X,) 2 X, for any integer n. 
ProoJ: For CI E kP, let 5 = G( + Y,E kP/Y, = X0. It is easily shown that - - 
dim,XU=p-1 and i, (II- l),...,(y-l)pp’ are k-bases of XU. In par- 
ticular, XUcyj is indecomposable and therefore X, is absolutely indecom- 
posable. Furthermore, X, is serial as an algebra. Since dim,X, is not 
divisible by p, it is not periodic (Corollary 5.6 of [3]). By direct com- 
putation it can be shown that (x-l- l)-a()‘-‘- l)P-” and (y-r- l)p-’ 
are in Y,. Thus the dual module X7: = Hom,(kP/Y,, k) of X, is a 
h-P/Y,-module. Since kP/Y, = XU is serial, this implies that X,* r X,. If 
a # b E k, then (xj - b(J! - l)pp2 = a(fl)p-’ - b(y)p-2 = 
(a - b)(y - l)p-’ # 0. So X, ~6 X,. Assume O”(X,) = X, for some integer n. 
Then an(x,)=~~=x,*=S2”(X,)*=5;!-‘~(Xn*)=~--”(X,). Thus Q’n(X,)=XU 
and n = 0. So the lemma is proved. 
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Assume that k is a finite field. Let f be a separable manic irreducible 
polynomial over k and let K be its splitting field. For a root s E K off con- 
struct a K&‘-module X, as in the above lemma. This module is viewed as a 
&‘-module and if I is also a root off, then X, z X, as k-P-modules. We put 
;E;= X,. It can be shown that X,( is an indecomposable k-P-module and 
X, Ok K = @ z X, as K&modules, where u ranges over the set of roots of 
J Then the following lemma is an easy consequence of the above lemma. 
We omit its proof. 
LEMMA 5. Assume that k is a finite field. Let f and g be separable manic 
irreducible polynomials over k. Then 
(1) X, is self-dual nd indecomposable. 
(2) 21, is not periodic. 
(3 ) Iff Z g, then W(X,) & X, for any integer n. 
Now we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM 2. If p is odd, then the tree class of an>’ connected component 
of rZ(kG)S is not a Euclidean diagram. 
Proof Let A be a connected component of A(kG), and f be the tree 
class of A. Assume that I’ is a Euclidean diagram. Any module in A is nor 
periodic (2.3 1.11 of [ 1 ] ). Let Q be a minimal vertex among the vertices of 
modules in A. Q is not cyclic. First we claim that there exists an indecom- 
posable kC-module in A with vertex Q such that its source is k, or O(k,). 
Consider a function d on A defined by d( I’) = (k, + Q(k,)- kQ, V,) = 
(kg + R(k,)G - kQG, p’), VE A. If there is no M in A such that M is a direct 
summand of kg or Q(k,)G, then by the same proof as in Proposition 1 and 
Theorem 1 it follows that d is an additive function (not necessarily R”- 
periodic). Then we obtain an additive function on ZT by composing d with 
the projection ZT+ A. Thus function takes bounded values (Corollary 2.4 
of [IS]). This implies by Lemma 2 (1) that the dimensions of the nonprojec- 
tive parts of V,, V E A, are bounded. Thus for every V in A, the dimensions 
of .‘I( V,) (n > 0) are bounded as sZln(V) is also in A. Hence for every 
VE A, VQ is periodic (Corollary 6.6 of [4]; see also [S]). Thus a module 
M in A with vertex Q must be periodic, which is a contradiction and our 
claim follows. 
Take a subgroup P of Q which is an elementary abelian of order p2. 
Since f is a finite tree, the set {A; A is an indecomposable summand of VP 
for some V in A} has only finitely many orbits under the action of 52’. 
Then by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 we can choose an indecomposable, non- 
periodic kP-module X such that both X and Q(X) are not sources of any 
module in A. Let 0 -+ Q(X) + U-t X-r 0 be the projective cover of X and 
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consider a function f on d defined by f(V) = (X+ Q(X) - U, V,) = 
(X” + Q(X)” - UC, V), VE A. By the same argument as above, it follows 
that f takes bounded values on d. Since li, or Q(k,) is a direct summand of 
some M, in A, for every n, Qzn(lip) or QZnfl(kp) is a direct summand of 
some module in A. Thus (X+ Q(X) - U, !?‘(A,)), n > 0, are bounded. Then 
by Lemma 2(2), X is bounded and therefore periodic, which is a contradic- 
tion. The theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a connected component qf A(kG), which 
contains k, or Q(k,). If p is odd and a Sylow p-subgroup of G is not cyclic, 
then the tree class of A is A xI. 
Proqf This follows from Theorem A, Corollary 5.5, Proposition 5.6, 
and Theorem E in [6] and our Theorem 2. 
The referee has pointed out to the author that the corollary has already 
been proved by P. A. Linnell. 
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